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Monday, March 10, 1986

COlumbia College, Chicago

Tension in Writing department surfaces
By Greg Walker
and Sally Daly
Fofrner Columbia College writing
instructor and author Larry Heine·
mann, who resigned last semester
due to tension in the Writing/English
Depanment, told the Chrookle that
it is essential for the "health of the
school that (Department Chair·
person) John Schultz. be pennanently

excused.''
'Heinemann and other writing in·
structors, past and present, have
voiced their opinions in the wake of
recent changes in Columbia's writ·
ing department. The changes include
a restru~g in factilty and c'ur·
riculum, and have resulted in ex·
tended sabbaticah for Schultz and
the Di,rector of Freshman English,
Belly Shiflett.
.
tleinemann"'silid that he was dis·
satisfied with the way Schultz, Shif·
lett and former Assistant Director of
Freshman Writing, Andy Allegretti,
nm Columbia's Writing Department.
· Heinemann, a 1971 graduate of
Columbia, was taught the Story
Workshop method and instructed
bere, full and part-time, for 14
year$. He is now under a writing
contract with the publishing f1m1 of
Farrar and Straus.
" After 14 years, 1 was tired of
being treated as a hired hand and

sure as much as others , because
did it my way anyway ...
Heinemann said that taking orders
from people he did not consider to
be his superiors contributed to his
decision to resign.
"Andy Allegretti was not going to
tell me how to instruct a Workshop
II class. " said Heinemann. " I can
do it in my sleep."
Heinemann questioned the writing
credentials of many of the people in
the writing department.
" It occurred to me that I could
wait around for someone in the
department to publish (published
work is required by many colleges
and universities as part of profes·
sional development of instructors)
and I could be dead or very old, "
said Heinemann. " I've published in
Harper's Magazine, which is the
. oldest literary magazine in the
'""'---....:...-"J--' country. Why am I supposed to take
Writing department C hairperson, J ohn Schultz Oeft), talks to author
mouth from Beny Shiflett or Andy
Don Bodey, at Bodey's Feb. 14'book partyjat the faculty lounge in the
Allegretti?"
Wabash Building . The party was fo r Bodey 's book
"F.N.G."(Chrookle/Robb Perea)
Heinemann was· taught with the
Story Workshop method as a student
in the late '60s. He said that he is a
taking orders from literary am· the Columbia Writing faculty, only
strong supporter of the method, but
ateurs·, " be said.
Schultz and Shiflett had more sen·
that other approaches should not be
H ein e mann taught Writing iority .
ignored.
Workshop I and II, Fiction I and II,
" I had enough seniority to tell
Prose Forms and Advanced Fiction people to take·a·hike," said
"Story Workshop is an approach
during his tenure at Columbia. Of Heinemann. " I didn't feel the pres· and a philosophy," said Heinemann.

"It is not the end all and the · be
all. ..
Heinemann said that the literary
community is very much aware of
Schultz, Shiflett and what he calls
their " doctrinaire approach" to
running the Writing Department.
" I think it's essential for the
health of the school, .. said Heine·
mann. " for John Schultz to be ex·
cused as the chairman.·
Another instructor who was not in
agreement with top administration in
the Writing Department is Steven
Bosak. Fiction writing instructor and
author. He cons iders the changes in
the Writing Department to be posi·
tive, and beneficial to the Writing
Department and the school.
"I think it' s a very poSitiVe
step," said Bosak. "Each teacher
has his unique background and
unique strengths in a given back·
ground and will be allowed to bring
these into the classroom, whereas
before he may not have been al·
lowed to."
Bosak said that under the previous
Writing Department administration,
teachers were required to stick to
the Story Workshop method, and
that Schultz and other Writing De·
partment administrators were too

Continued on page 3

Gramm-Rudman to cut aid
By Judy Sluder
College students everywhere' will
feel the bite of a devasting reduction
. in financial aid programs if the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law is
passed, according to Ray Pranske,
Director of Financial Aid at Columbia College.
Cutting federal funds provided for
higher education is only pan of the
• huge reduction plan known as
Gntmm· Rudman, according to a re·
cent article in the Chronicle of
Higher Education.
The article stated that the law
requires the federal budget deficit to
be cut by $36-billion a year, so that
the e ntire deficit of approximately
$200-billion will be terminated by
1991.
Under the law, federal college
funding will be cut by some 4 .3
pereent which is about $244 million
deleted from the federal student aid
monies available this Spring , ac·
cording to the article.
"We know that the federal gov·
enunent wants guaranteed loans to
be very difficult to get for stu·
1 dents," said Pranske.
The guaranteed loan program has
become very expensive and serious
reductions are needed to gain results, said the financial aid director.

A large portion of the program's
problems stem from the Middle In·
come Student Assistance Act passed
in 1978, said Pranske.
Essentially , the bill opened the
guaranteed loan program up to
everybody, regardless of income, he
said.
"We had physicians going out
and getting loans for their sons and
daughters, " said Pranske. " This
was ludicrous ."
As a result, the cost of the guar·
anteed loan program inc reased
dramatically , he said.
The federal government is consistently paying on the interest sulr
sidies of the loans while students arc
still in school, according to the
directo r.
"The real problem stems from the
fact that so much money has already
been loaned out and the rea l cost of
the program o riginates from the
federal government paying interest
on these loans ," stated Pranske.
By making the loans harder to
obtain for stude nts over the last fe w
years, the governme nt is bringing
those cos ts in line, he said.
Pranskc a lso stated that the II·
linois State Scholarship Commission
will not be able to " make up the
difference" that the deep c uts in
financial aid will cause.
According to Pranske, there are

some "healthy changes" in the
guaranteed loan program.
A multiple dispersement system
will allow students to follow a
budget more closely, he said .
The program will divide the
money throughout the semesters the student will r~ive half of the
loan for the fall semester and half
for the spring semester, according to
the director.
" This prevents anybody from
getting all of that money and not re·
enrolling in the Spring," stated
Pranske.

" Student aid has been supported
as early as Pres ident rruman."
stated Pranske.
According to the director, the
federal government should "spread
the misery out. " The domestic pro·
grams should not be the only ones
cut.
Many officials say that as a result
of Gramm~Rudman. tuition increases
are inevitable , according to a Col·
lege Press Service news release.
Right now, 70 percent of Colum·
bia students receive financial aid .
said Pranske.

According to the financial aid di·
rector. Ill inois has a 95 percent
payment rate on student loans.
" This is a great pay·back rate. "
he said.
In the program 's entirety. it has
served the needs of "countless mil·
lions of students." he said . "To me,
it is an excellent investment. ..
Students and their parents arc
urged to write their congressman .
said Pranske. Students should not be
frightened by rheto ric about the law
in the news.
A brilliant effort is needed by
students and taxpayers to stop the
cutting of j ust domestic programs
and help avoid the destnoction o f
what has been created over the past
30 or 40 years, he said.

Plans are not definite as to j ust
exactly which programs will be cut
the most and which students will be
mainly affc<tcd. he said .
"Th1' i:-. ~ time of frustratio n."
stated Pra n, ~c. "Everything is up in
the a ir. ..
Since the threat of such deep
financial cuts arc looming in the
near future for many college stu·
dents. Pranske advises to "apply fo r
aid and do it now - do not wait .··
Pranskc is planning a trip to
Washington, D.C. during the week
o f March I. and plans to uncover
many unsolved mysteries about thl!
law.
"Student' will be informed as to
what is going to be the impact of the
program on them," stated Prans ke .
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Columbia offers Public Relations degree
growth. " The students seem to be
very interested in a career in public
relations . There is a boom in public
relations jobs," said the 30-year
public relations veteran .

The criteria fo r earning a bachelor's degree in Public Relations at
Columbia are the same as in any
other field. A student may declare a
public · relations major upon the
completion of 36 hours in the proKaplan said the rapid growth of
public relations jobs is due to gram . Of the necessary 36 hours. 24
come from " Core' ' classes. the rechanges in American society. He
maining 12 electives from a wide
said , " The country is headed toward
variety of classes. " Public relations
service society as opposed to the old
work requires a smattering of inindustrial society. The re is a need
formation from all fields. A person
for infonnation and it's disseminaworking in P .R. has to know a little
tion
about everything going on in sociProof of the growing interest ety." said to Kaplan.
Kaplan also cited the fact that the
among Columbia stude nts is the fact
that both Introduction to public re- instructors in the department are all
lations classes are full and other veterans of the public relations
related classes such as Writing for business. He said , "We have rePublic Relations and Marketing cruited some good people. We're
Foundations are filled near capacity. trying to establish a curriculum that

By Marty Walsh
The words on the soon to be
published brochure are simple and
descriptive: " Public Relations. the
newest major at Columbia College. "
It 's offi cial now, you can walk into
the fifth floor offices of the Wabash
building and tell the person behind
the PR door that you want to majo r
in public relations . If the person
behind that door is Mort Kaplan
you' re sure to see a smile.
The new public relations degree
program is Kaplan's baby , and like
all babies, it's starting to grow.
" The program is off and running,
now we're ready to take the story
out to the public," Kaplan said .
Although Kaplan admitted the
program is still in it's "infancy" he
was very optimistic about its

is practical as well as educationally
theoretical. practical from the
standpoint that our students will
know what is expected from them in
the field ."
According to Kaplan there are
only two colleges in the area that
offer "solid " programs awarding
bachelor's degrees in public relations. One is a block north. the
other in the middle of a com field in
DeKalb.
..
Kaplan stressed that Columbia
will offer classes that are not available at other schools. He cited the
class, Public Relations Cases, as an
example. "Look at all the things
that have happened with Tylenol and
Jewel. If your out in the field your
going to have to know how to

handle those types of situations,"
Kaplan said .
Along with the growing job market there are other advantages to
working in public relations, according to Kaplan. " The field is color
blind. there is no male/female bias,
no roadblocks," he said.
Because the field is so wide open
Kaplan said it is possible for persons
of other disciplines to succeed in
P.R., "It is quite possible for
someone in the sciences to come
into P.R. develop their skills and do
P.R. work within their area of expertise," Kaplan added.
Kaplan summed up his feelings
about the program and public relations ..work in two words, ult'a
dynamic."

a mpus involvement
Student group seeks c_
terested enough in using it to their
advantage. "

By Jim Pluta
Earlier this year, a group of Columbia College students calling
themselves the "Columbia Students
Information Comminee' · announced
intentions of establishing a group
that would " revive the passive students and keep informed the active
and interested students" about clubs,
activities and educational issues.
according to student Steve Hamilton.

In a recent interview, Moore also
pledged that he will be happy to
coordinate the resurrection of the
Student Activities Board, which he
was the head of while a student at
Columbia College in the 1960s.
An open meeting " for students by
students" was scheduled Jan. 24, in
which Hamilton called for students
to share ideas and suggestions. Due
to lack of student involvement during final s week, less than 10 students came out to show their support.

Hamilton, a radio major. said he
hopes the committee will be able to
function as both a social outlet and a
representative student board .
Although the student group has
not been officially recognized by the
college to date, they have already
established some short-term goals.
" We plan to form this committee in
a step-by-step fashion and there is
Meanwhile, the Chronicle has
learned that a basic organizational
structure of a "Student Activities
Board" has existed since the earlyto-mid-60's. A constitution, complete with bylaws and committee
structures, still exists on file but
hasn 't been used for years.

Students must
get involved
" The problem we face is that this
is a commuter school , a communication and arts school, and what
we need are students who are willing to devote their time and interest
to get involved," Moore said.

"It is a special program open to
new ideas, " stated John Moore, associate dean of student affairs, " but
late ly we haven' t had students in-

At the Jan. 24 meeting, Students
expressed informal concerns relating

to programming and · curriculum development, grievance procedures to
and of a "general communication
breakdown" among students , administration and the various departments.
That same group of students met
again the following week and sent
out information letters to all administrators and depat;tment heads " to
encourage them to work with us in
establishing open lines of communication ,·· according to student
(member) Carlos Coronado, an
AEMMP major.
Meanwhile, they seem to remain
very optimistic that they will get a
good response. Ha milton added,
" We don ' t necessarily want them
(the administration and departments)
to carry us .. . we are really just asking for their cooperation. "
" A real strict form~! may be
detrimental in the beginning, but
whatever the case we feel strongly
that the administration, department
heads and most importantly- the
students- will support us. "
The existing Student Activities
Board constitution states as its purpose: "to cQOrdinate existing nonsponsored, non-departmental activities, clubs and organizations, and
to assist in the development of new
extra-curricular activities ... in a way

that will benefit the entire college
community. ''
And, according to Moore, the
basic structure has done just that.
Student groups such as Women in
Communications, the Black History
Committee, the Film Committee
softball teams, and a choir are now
active campus clubs, as well as are
various fraternities and sororities,
bllP~here only exists an administrative panel that coordinates their
existence.
Coronado said, " There are no
incentives for students to become
active here. In addition, there is
virtually no material readily available for students, dther than what is
listed in the college catalog and ·
student handbook. "
Hamilton added that problems can
be solved by holding open student
meetings, as well as publishing a
regular student newsletter to be
distributed on-campus and via mail
with monthly billings.
Moore said that while he supports
a student activity committee, he
would not support a student government. stammering, "What is the
purpose of a student government?Students will not be able to ' set
policies. We need a committee that
will help to foster the skills and
talents of the student body, and one
that will keep them informed of
activities. ·'

Graduated Savings.
Now-enjoy a job for MBA's
while studying to be one:

liT's NEW MBA with a
Management Internship

Hamilton said he wants to establish the committee " primarily to
interact with students from all departments and provide everyone a
forum to talk about student issues."
Yet he is also looking to the future
of Columbia College, stating, "I
would like to be assured that the
next group of students who enroll
here will have a solid, structured
student union to work with."
Coronado said he first got involved because he realized other
students had the same thoughts and
goals as he. He added, "By the time
I leave here, it would be great to
have a working student committee
composed of a representative from
each department and club · working
together for the benefit of the Stu·
dents. "
The unofficial student group has .
tentatively schedt~led its next meeting for sometime this mooth. They
have also stated they will soon put
the word out to students how they
can get involved, as they plan to
meet soon with student affairs administrators and department heads.
"What we hope to accomplish is
to inform students of what is going
on in all departments of the college
and not just their own, Hamilton
said, "People need to know w,here
to go, what to do ... that's ~re
we' ll come in."

<!!i1irag.o's
itrrycb 811.op
USED CLOTHING - FURNITUU, ETC.
WE SPECIAliZE COSTUMES. PERIOD ClOTHING, ·
ANTIQUES

George or laura
Thts new . full· time. s•x semester day program 1ricludes two
semesters tn whtch you will be placed tn a patd position with a
maJOr Chtcago corporat1on. You can earn over half your
expenses. gatn valuable management expenence and have the
opportun1ty to advance to full-t1me employment wtlh your
1nternsh1p company.
Your degree wtll be from liT. the Un1vers1ty 1n the forefront of
technotog1cal1nnovat10n and management Your MBA program
untquely Integrates advanced management theory and strategy.
orgamzatlon and operattons o f fmanc1al. serv1ce and
manufactunng ftrms
The program 1s o ffered tn two spec1alt•es·
• Information Resour~es Management
• Operat1ons Management
O l tt · \\("4'1.: 1till~. ~.an · t1n tlu· At:1ld ri n~or ~'<tu r ('IHtin•. for (·omplet.P
ytll lr .Ji,::.tr n!> n ·lm'Sl•rllat tn• at.

Program beg1ns June 1986. So act now
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Opinions of Sch·u ltz, story workshop vary
Cont. from pg.

1

" I ' ve personally known him
(Heinemann), and worked closely
strict in "enforcing" Story with him in structuring and critiquWorkshop rules in their classrooms. ing every draft of his novel, " said
Bosak said that he and others in the Schultz. " He used to desire to sit in
department view the changes in on Betty's (Shiflett) classes to learn
from her. " Schultz also had a difterms of academic freedom.
/,'You couldn't change regardless fercnt story to tell about Heineof whether you had sound profes- mann's reasons for resigning.
"Larry (Heinemann) has come in
sional _reasons for deviating from ,
in the last two years."
what was regarded as ' the struc- selleral
turc'," said Bosak. "Even to ~ said Schultz. "He felt he should
extent that the reading samples, ex- resign because of conflict between
amples that are read aloud in class, teaching and writing. But at the
had to be sanctioned or not sane- same time, Larry had always felt
tioned.' '
that he got most of his material from
According to Bosak, he and a ..,:th:;e
;.,;:S;;;to;;;ry'-W;.;.;:o;;;rk;:;s;;;h~olo::p;.
.'.'- - - - - number of teachers were upset, and
felt that Story Workshop should not
be the only technique used to teach
writing.
Bosak also said that he and others
in the Writing Department have degrees from a number of prestigious
universities and colleges, and have
been published widely. He also
questioned the credentials of the
Writing Depanment administration.
" I think that if you'll take a look - - - - - - - - - - - - Schultz said t hat Writing
at the administration of Story
Workshop, " said Bosak, "you 'II Workshop classes are much less
find that they only have involvement regimented than most other English
with Story Workshop and no ex- classes and that the teachers who
posure to any other methodology, or often complain about regimentation
teaching on a broad scale, in any are often the most regimented in
their classes.
other university or college."
Schultz said that teachers were
Bosak again said that Schultz was
extremely rigid in demanding that always in a position to voice their
Story Workshop be used and nothing opinions for change. The A.merjcan
else. One technique he cited was the Association of University Profesusual seating arrangement, the semi- sors, Schultz said, permits instruccircle, used in Writing Workshop as tors to evaluate classes and recommend approaches that can be used
pan of the Story Workshop method .
"If you look in the back of one of for change.
" The ve ry best teachers in the
John's (Schultz) training manuals,"
said Bosak, "you will see a diagram depanment," said Schultz, "have
felt that they have that freedom . I
of• the 'semi~ircle, including placement of 'chairs, how they should be think the majority of teachers felt
arranged, and minimunilmaximum quite positively about our leadspacing between them. If a chair is ers~ ip. "
Schultz also addressed Heinehalf-an-inch out of line, I don't think
mann ·~ comments on the literary
tha) .is going to .affect whether a
community.
student writes an excellent essay or
dot."
" I think many of them are admiring the results and wliat
'il'nd
Schultz was taken aback by some
in the students here," said Sttiultz.
of the statements made by Heinemay
be
mixed
in,
the
"
Whatever
mann and Bosak and answered
overall opinion, I think, is very
questions regarding the way he ran
positive. Actions speak louder than
the depanment, ~tory Workshop and
words."
the people he worked with.

limes

Workshop
classes
less
regimented

wl

COLUMBIA COLLEGE
AFRICAN-AMERICAN
COMMITTEE

igan. " They sent this evaluation to
Schultz also cited the results of an
the dean before they observed my
exit exam done in Dallas, Texas at
classes.··
Eastfield College. According to
According to Johnson, the evalSchultz, 90 percent of the students
uation covered three areas, teaching,
who were taught with the Story
where
the writing administration
Workshop method passed the exam,
as compared to 50 to 70 percent of evaluated him less than competent,
those who did not receive Story professional activities, which reWorkshop training. Schultz says the ceived a high evaluation, and service
results have been the same for four- to the community, which received a
and-a-half years, and that exit exams low evaluation .
Johnson said that he had given
are being considered for Columbia.
" Students can be confident that speeches and panicipated in activities outside of those the Writing
they're getting very good, strong
· Depanment set up, such as Writing
writing training, " said Schultz.
Depanment fiction readings. These
Shiflett was also upset about
Heinemann's accusations, and said activities were not considered in the
that Schultz and she had been very evaluation.
" They said 'more service to the
imponant to the former instructor's
development as both teacher and college · " Johnson said. " The
overall evaluation was ' less than
writer.
" Teaching had always been a competent.' "
problem to Larry," said Shiflett.
" I've spent many an hour trying to
Johnson said he unsuccessfully
work with Larry (Heinemann) in , tried to get the evaluation changed.
classroom and administrative situa" I went to Schultz and asked him
to change the evaluation," said
lions. He's requested repeatedly 10 Johnson, "at first he said he would,
sit in on my classes . John (Schultz)
and 1 have been infinite 10 his and (then) scribbled something on a
sheet of paper. A few minutes later
writing...
he came to my office and said he
Shiflett cited the Hairtrigger couldn't do it. That was the straw
book series of student work as ex- that broke the camels back. "
amples of why Story Workshop
Johnson also addressed the issue
works . According to Shiflett, the of the changes in the Writing Deseries is nationally acclaimed and partment. " I think they a re
very well known within the literary needed," he said. " I absolutely
community·
think the changes are needed."
' ' Hair trigger wo n the
Writing Depanment instructor
Coordinating Council of Literary Gary Johnson also commented on
Magazines first prize in their yearly the changes and leadership. He was
award ," said Shiflett " They a student at Columbia from 1975-79,
changed the rules because they were and has been teaching here since
about to give the award to Columbia 1979.
again. The ne•t time we were eligible, they changed the rules 10 say
" I really believe that in an open
admissions college, Story Workshop
that you had 10 h~ve graphics."
Another fo rmer instructor for is producing a quality writll!g pr<>Columbia's Writing Depanment is duct from our students ," he said .
Gary Johnson says he does not
Tom Johnson who resigned in the
spring of 1985 _ Johnson said he left like the changes in the Writing Debecause of what he considered an panment, and neither do some of his
students.
unfair teacher evaluation by the
Writing Depanmcnt administration .
" I had a very angry reaction from
He also said he had personality
students in my classroom, said
conflicts with Schultz.
Johnson. " They reacted very a ngrily
" I left because of a job evaluation to the administrations proposal of
that was done on me," said John- traditional methods. They really feel
SQn, who now works at Con- that story workshop is threatened."
temporary Books on Nonh MichJohnson also commented on

Chinese Restaurant
531 South Wabash
922-1928/922- 1929

••• A Friendly Place
FaSt Service
Reasonable Prices
Carry Out and Dining

p:
~~

Schultz's leadership in the Writing
Depanment.
"There is a lack of leadership in
the depanment right now, because
the administration has not yet made
up its mind , he said . "I thought he
(Schultz) ran the depanment very
fairly.' '
Johnson attended Nonhwestern
University in (1980-1981), and took
classes in traditional English. While
at Nonhwestern, he won an Edwin
L. Shuman Award for fiction writing.
" I received excellent teacher
training from Betty Shiflett and
Andrew Allegretti in the freshman
program," said Johnson. "The results of which show up in student
writing.
" A student of mine just sold a
piece, written in a Story Workshop
Fiction I class, to Playboy magazine
for $3,500.''
Allegretti, who is now the acting
directo r of graduate programs, also
commented on Heinemann •s accusations.
, " The official story Larry
(Heinemann) was telling was that he
wanted to see if he could earn his
living solely from his writing," said
Allegretti. ' I don 't know what he
means by literary amateurs. Certainly John Schultz and Betty Shiflett
have an expen publication background of national stature.''
Allegretti, who has taught at C<>lumbia for II years , said that he
was promoted quickly over Heinemann in both teaching and administrative work.
"My superiors believed I had
more administrative ability in the
freshman area, in teacher training,
and that I was a superb classroom
teacher," said Allegretti . " The
methodology is highly structured,
but there is great freedom for both
the teacher and the student. The
difficulty is that some teachers are
unable to integrate the method with
their own writing and teaching ability ...

Rudy M. Vorkapic contributed to this story

GEORGE MAN NOS
226 5. Wabash Ave.
Chicago. IL 60604

L
Grand Teton
Lodge Company

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
A wide variety of positions are available at our resort operations
located in beautiful GRAND TETON NATlONAL PARK. Wyoming.
• Housing provided for most positions. • Minimum age of 18.
A representative will be interviewing on campus·

Wednesday, March 12
Contact your Student Employment Office on campus
for Interview appointment and application.

GRAND TETON LODGE COMPANY
P.O. Box 250, Moron, Wyoming 83013

MARCH 11-27 1986

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Creative curriculm
is lacking basics
Columbia's open admis.•ions policies promise access to higher education
to students, who, for whatever reason, are turned away from other
institutions. Admitting them is only the first step. To fulfill this promise.
Columbia must educate them.
Many students graduate from Columbia with the same lack of verbal and
writing skills which barred them from other schools and will continue to
bar their access to the respect our society offers so begrudgingly.
Core English requirements must be strengthened.
Columbia's Story Workshop method of teaching writing does a fine job
of eliciting creative writing from students who would never otherwise
consider writing as anything but a chore. Story Works hop gives students
confidence and great satisfaction .
This method , however, has received a great deal of criticism for
neglecting to teach the "nuts and bolts" of orthodox English . Students do
not receive corrections on their papers. W ithin the Story Workshop
method, demanding standard English is cons idered counter-productive.
W riting tutors are students themselves, some of dubious background in
grammar and punctuation. Even the most qualified tutors have to teach the
writing workshop method.
Students should be required to take a course that teaches standard
E nglish to compliment their creative writing course.
This course would take the following form : a two c redit hour class,
taken the same semesters as Writing Workship I and II. Here students
would tum in copies of papers written for their other classes. Instructors
would proofread them for errors and suggest revisions before students tum
them in to their other teachers. Instructors would focu s on the grammar,
structure and punctuation weaknesses of individua l students.
T his format would encou(age students to take the course, because it
would not increase their workload and would improve their grades in other
classes.
The Writing Workshop method, an intergal facet of C olumbia's
character, should be retained . But its format of student writing must be
augmented by instruction in standard English .

The above perspective editoriBI, the first of three regarding the
college, is by Peter Coogan, a senior journalism student at Columbia
and a recipient of the school's John Fischetti Memorial Scholarship.
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Statement from Writing Department C hairman John Schultz in Response t o C hronicle Survey ol
Opinion or Writing Workshop I & II, April 29, 1985.
. ..The development of students' effective use of Standard English and expository skills is the main aim or the
Writing I and II program. That's one of the major reasons that you do all of that oral reading of mature literature
and of effective student writing. and of the "rules" in handbooks whe n you do the style/punctuation/grammar
exercises in class . ..
... There are three main conditions that arc necessary fo r people to acquire language and change language
behavior. to learn how to write and speak eithe r the ir native language o r a foreign language. In many ways, the
written language is a kind o f foreign language: to make it familiar and accessible is, or should be. the goal of any
serious wriring program .
First. learners must have frequent opportunity to hear the language used in meaningful situations, in
conversation and daily exchange.
Second. they must have a s trongly felt need or urgency (motivation) to make sense of the language that
surrounds them .
Third. they need to relate to warm. friendly. supportive. mature users of the language who serve two main
functions. of accepting the learner's approximations to the mature forms and giving feedback about the meanings
with which the learners arc involved.
These three necessary conditions lead to three necessary experiences in the acquisition o f language skill over a
period of time.
One. reading the spoken language that one is most familiar with . that is, one's own speech which has been
written down; two. hearing. in oral reading. the written language of books that other more mature users of
writing have produced: three. reading the w ritten language that otl}er more ,mature users of writing have
produced . These necessary experiences need to be continuously developed. They continue to influence writing
even in the later. most mature stages of a ny w riter's development.
Anyone who has been in a Writing I and II class will recognize that these conditions and experiences undergird
and guide everything that is done (speaking-telling. o ral reading. inclass writing). and are brought to bear
strongly upon the reading of the " rules'' from the handbooks and the use of the "rules" in the style/punctuation/
grammar exercises, which begin around the s ixth week in the Writing I classes. s ho rtly after you 've had your
" library visit" and begun to learn about bibliography and footnotes .
To meet the first problem of dealing with such large numbers of •· non-standard-speaking" students. white and
mino rity. many schools have used " remedial" o r "bonehead" English classes. These classes have universally
been demonstrated to be counter-productive , because they continue the isolation of students from the conditions
and experiences that I just talked about. w hich arc essential to the acquis iton of language.
Columbia College has pioneered programs. throughout the school. that accept such students on an equal basis
with other students. At Columbia and in other enlightened programs over the country these "non-standard·
speaking" students go into a speaking. reading. and writing s ituation with other students, so that they are
constantly using Standard English and enj oy ing the usc of their own language, too, in an authentic audience
situation with students and teachers. Combined with tutoring. these approaches can be very useful. ..

Photo Poll
Do you think the Story Workshop is
an effective method of teach·
Dino Malcolm
Film
G raduate Student
" Very effective. It got me to write
about things I wouldn' t have written
about. It brought out events in my
life that I bad forgotten."

David Witter, S r .
Writing
Senior
" Yes, it's effective, but I think they
s hould stress spelling. People who
are real bad spellers should be told
right away."

The Columbia C hronicle is a s tudent-run newspaper published
weekly and re leased every Monday. Views expressed here are not
necessarily t hose of the advisor o r the college.
All opinions meant for publication should be sent to the Chronicle
in the form of the typewritten letter-to-the· editor.
We ask that you restric t your comments to those related to this
publication, the college, or issues concerning college students .
Letters wjthout legitima te surnames, addresses and phone numbers
will no t be considered for publication. All materia l will be subject
toeditin~.

Gina Powell
TV/J ournalism
Senior
No! They don't inform the students
if they're writing correctly, or if
they have the style . In other classes
teachers give you back papers with
statements saying, "Improve on
this."

Lisa Petraitis

Lee Anderson

Writ ing/Broadcasting
Junior
" It's not your basic English course.
I'm a better writer."

Radlofi'V
Sophomore
I had a bad attitude about it, you
know, getting in the circle. It goc 10
be a pain when the teaCher fussy about how the ends of cbain
met.
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YOU DRIVE
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(TO THE PARTY)
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WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

INCLUDES:
• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautifu l
Daytona Beach ( WE DRIVE Packages Only). We use
nothing but modern highway coaches:
• Eight Florida days/ seven endless nights at one of our
excit ing oceanfro nt hotels. located right on the Daytona
Beach strip. Your hotel ha s a beautiful pool. sun deck. air
conditioned rooms. c olor N . and a nice long stre tch of
beach
• A full schedule o f FREE pool deck parties every day.
• A full list of p re -arranged d iscount s to save you money in
Daytona Beach.
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a
good time.
• Optional sid e exc ursions ·to Disney World. Epcot. deep
sea fishing. party cruises. etc.
• All taxes and tips.

SPEND A WEEK- NOT A FORTUNE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Full payments must be made by cash or
money order. No personal checks will be
accepted. Deadline extended to March 21.
see Tigre or Jeanette
Mon. 9-5:30, Tues: 9-4:30, Wed. 12-2:00
or 5-6:30, Thurs. 11-5, Fri. 10-2
Sponsored by Campus Marketing
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''Cry of Players:'' a lesson on life
By Glenda Mace
William Gibson's "A Cry of
Players," which opened Feb. 23 at
Columbia College's Emma and Oscar Getz Theater is a play about life.
Although it centers around the life
of rebellious young Will Shakespeare, its theme deals with the
reality of commiunent and responsibility.
The first time the audience is
introduced to Will, played by visiting anist Kevin Gudahl, it is apparent that ·he is somehow unhappy
with his life. He is out carousing
with a poacher and a prostitute, and
he has been drinking. Like many
people, it seems that Will drinks to
escape, but it is often difficult to
understand from what he wants to
get away.
Gudahl, who most recently appeared as Billy in Northlight Theater's production of "The Real
Thing" at Briar Street Theater, portrays the spirited Will very well. He
manages to capture the essence of
Will's confused yet boldly arrogant
character. At different times during
the course of the play, Will is
loving, egotistical and afraid. Gudahl brings all those qualities to life,
all the while somehow expressing
his character's true feelings and
plans for the future.
Will's wife, Anne, played by visiting anist Janice St. John, is an
attractive, sassy and intelligent
woman. She is older than Will, and
her infinite maturity is apparent
throughout the entire play. While
she is caring for three young children, three aged relatives and her

husband, Will is off galavanting :
with a buxom lass from the village
or trying to join a group of players
that is passing through .
St. John, a -well-known Chicago
actress who starred in Norrnan Lear
and Alex Haley's "Palmerstown
USA, " a CBS television series,
seems very comfortable as Anne.
She brings to the role that special
talent that allows actors to look as if
they are living a part and not simply
acting it out. When she says to a
town official, "God put this tongue .
in my head, and it wasn't for kissing
anyone's behind with," the audience
believes her, and yet she isn't overacting.
Anne's love for Will keeps the
couple together while Will's dreams
of becoming a player try to tear
them apart. At one point, Anne says
to Will, "I just want to live the way
people who love each other live,"
and that line encapsulates her desire
for Will to sertle down into the
tanning business and QWn up to his
responsibilities. Will, on the other
hand, has this to say about marriage: "Being man and wife has its
ups and downs like any road, but
it's better than the ditch."
Both Will and Anne have some
very funny and effective lines, as do
other members of the cast. Somehow, however, the way Anne delivers her lines draws the most applause, and ultimately it is she who
steals the play. After she suspects
Will of being unfaithful with Jenny ,
a voluptuous young girl in the village, played by Shaila Zellman,
Anne goes straight to the girl to find
out the truth. With a serious look in

her eyes, and in a room filled with
men - including Will - Anne says,
"Good evening Jenny. Are you
lying with my husband?"
The question causes one of the
most entertairiing scenes in the play,
a cat fight between the two women.
The whole scene is staged primarily
on a steep incline tliat is part of the
play's perrnanent scenery. It ·serves
as a hill, part of a house and the
town square. During the fight, Anne
and Jenny become locked in bartle,
and roll down the length. of the
incline. The act appears dangerous
from the audience's point Of view,
though a male cast member is there
to stop the women from rolling off
the stage and into the front row.
Although Will and Anne spend a
good deal of the play arguing, they ·
also spend a portion of it being.
romantic. The play does contain a
large amount of sexual innuendoes
and love - or lust - scenes, but
they do not distract from the serious
tone of Will's inner struggles. Gudahl effectively exhibits Will 's feelings of love for Anne and lust for
his mistress. Although his affection
seems genuine enough, St. John
manages to give Anne's devotion for
Will more credibility .
Eventually, Will's frolicking leads
to misfortune for his mistress, himself and the players he so desperately wants to join. And though
Gudahl doesn 't seem to make Will
quite concerned enough about the
choice he must make at the end of
the play , St. John's gut-wrenching ''A'Cry of Players," which opeited Feb. 23 at the Emma and Oscar Getz
response to this decision sends lbeater, deals with owning up to responsibilities. Visiting artists Kevin
playgoers away wondering about the Gudabland and Janice St. John play the irresponsible Will and the levelcourse of their own lives.
headed Anne.

Students create '_
' testimony.' ' on . gang violence
By Susan Jay
What are two Columbia College
students doing in the middle of Latino gang territory at midnight}
If the students in question are
seniors Greg Birdsell and Dave
Monk, they ' re taping the video,
"Testimony," which focuses on the
problems that eyewitnesses have
when testifying against offenders
involved in street crimes. This original production, created in conjunction with the Chicago Bar Association and funded by a grant from the
American Bar Association's Young
Lawyer's Division, will be used as
an educational tool for neighborhood
groups and those in the legal profession.
· According to Assistant State's
Attorney Arthur Hill, who masterminded the project , the purpose of
"Testimony" is to "sensitize people
in the criminal justice community to
the kinds of problems witnesses may
have and what they have to go
through just to get into court ."
Long hours of research by Birdsell and Monk, which included accompanying the Chicago Police
Department's Gang Crimes North
Division on their beat, resulted in
the fictitious, yet authentic storyline .
The main character, a witness to a
gang-related murder, endures telephone threats, the assault of his
brother and near-loss of his job,
when his boss' car is destroyed by
gang memben, as he moves through
·
the judicial process.
Volunteer actors, recruited from
Roberto Clemente High School and
from a senior citizen's group who
composed the mock-jury, allowed
Birdsell and Monk to stay within the
production's $2,000 budget. The
Humboldt Park set and props, including the car that was demolished
on film , were provided by the actors ' relatives.
"Without these people , the
proje<.1 would've been next to impos.ible." said Monk , the video's
director.

dents as a guest-speaker on talkshow programs.
· " Testimony," now in its final
editing stages, will premiere the t.rst
week in May at a national conference of the American Bar Association's Young Lawyer's Division in
South Carolina.
After that, the students say they
hope to donate copies of the video to
local cable companies, libraries ,
courthouses and, as Birdsell said,
· "every outlet we can. "
Does the story have a happy ending?
"We end with an editorial comment," said Birdsell.
"If you are an eyewitness to a
violent crime, -there are people on
·y our side. You don't have to face it

alone.,

,
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"Testimony" wiU premiere the first week In May. Above,
creators, work on final edltlng.(Chronlde!Robb Perea)

"very conscientious about staying impoverished areas... and what it's
within the budget ," and that had like to live in fear."
they used professional actors and
Birdsell , a Chicago north-side narented equipment, the production tive said he "started to identify with
would have cost about $20,000.
these people and started wondering,
Monk described the project as ' how can they live like this?' "
Monk explained, "we assimilated
"an incredible learning e xperience."
Birdsell said creating "Testi- ourselves into the ir culture." He
mony " made the pair "better at our also said that when they first became
involved in the project, "we had no
craft, better videographers."
idea what kind of situation we were
Perhaps most imponant is what
getting into."
the two learned of gang violence and
street life.
Ouring their "ride along" with
Monk, who lives in the suburb of Chicago police, Monk and Birdsell
Birdsell, the producer, who kept Schaumberg said, " I learned what witnessed , from the back seat of on
track of finances, said they were it's like to deal with depressed and unma rked car, on armed robbery, on

attempted rape and interviewed gang
members who, Monk said, "showed
us their gunshot wounds . "
Hill , who works as an attorney in
the state's Juvenile Division and is
also co-chair of the Chicago Bar
Association's Victim/Witness Ass istance Program, said that when
seeking to make his video idea a
reality, he came to Columbia because's he's "always been fascinated
with the place, a nd had the impression that Columbia College has
high-quality students, who turri out
good work. " Hill based his impressions on previous experiences• he
hod with television and radio stu-
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NCAA begins drive to final four
~lumbla Chronicle

By Greg Canfield
Yesterday the NCAA performed
its annual ritual, the unveiling of its
64-team basketball tournament. High
drama it wasn't. It can' t be. When
64 teams are invited the mystery
isn't who's coming, but where they
are going.
And in the final analysis the only
thing that
matters
which
tearns
reachreally
the final
four. isWhat
is
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Notre Dame: Now here is a surprise, huh? The Fighting Irish have
been very impressive down the
stretch thanks to the shooting of
freshman guard Mark Stevenson.
Stevenson's scoring prowess has
stopped defenses from concentrating
on ballhandler David Rivers. Inside,
the Irish are one of the best rebounding
teams 'Donald
in the country
Kempton,
Royal with
and
'f.~
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So . there you have it. Well. aleraging 28 points per game. He has Darryl Johnson who averages more
most. Other teams that could conresponded to the heckling of fans on .lhan 16 points a game.
the road by leading upsets at InRebounding has been a weakness. tend for the championship are: Indiana, nlinois and Michigan.
however, the Spartans miss so few diana, Illinois. St. John's, North
He shows no signs of letting up shots it does not hun them on Carolina . Louisville, Georgia Tech
and could cenainly carry the Spar- offense and they manage to hold and any other 54 teams attending the
tans a long way . It would seem their own on defense. The Spanans NCAA pany .
Just go with what you feel and
defenses would find a way to stop a may appear to be outmanned. but
one-man wrecking crew, but Skiles don't forget how far a guy named you may pick the winner. It' s as
good
a system as any.
has
help
in _
the
bac_!<coun
from
carried
Indiana
_
__
.:.,._
_......
____
_ _Larry
_ _Bird
__
___
_...,State.
_ _ _ _ _.;;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,

oertain is that it won' t be DePiruJ. -. Ken Barlow throwing their muscle
around.
The Irish draw a lot of fouls and
Last year Georgetown was the make most of their free throws.
overwhelming favorite and lost in They also have depth on the bench
the title game to Villanova. Three in Scott Hicks, Jim Dolan and
years age North Carolina State Joseph Price.
s wnned Houston.
Georgetown: Ralph Dalton has
By Greg Canfield
If any team can stop the WolTo try and pick a champion takes replaced Patrick Ewing in the midMarch Madness reaches its peak verines, though, it may be Kilig.
more .luck than sk.ill. Therefore the dle and the Hoyas have kept rolling this weekend when the Class AA
. .IS to SIUdY the several along. Once again they have sur- state finals are contested down in
CU 5
onlY opbOII
that
to ha
the best passed the 20-win plateau and untearns
appear
ve
doubtedly have more final four ex- Champaign. Sixty-four teams recbance reggthardlessf ohrednau·onal ran!cthe- perience .than anyotherteam.
mained in competition following
ing, .stren
o sc
u1e or o r .,;,_ _ _ _ _.;.._ _ _ _ _ _-4 regional play Feb.28, but only e ight
inlangibles.
will make it to Champaign..
j
j0
'That's right, these Selections are
ChHere'sA a look ~ the strongest ""!'M'!"a_rc_u_s_L
_i_b_e rty
__a_v e_ra
_g_es
_ 2_1-.5- po
_ i_n_ts_
being made on " gut feeling" beIcago rea COnte ers:
per game and is rated the number
cause it'S probably ,as accurate as
8Dythin8 else.
Duke: Okay, the Blue Devils are
•
Simeon: The unbeaten Wolverines one junior in the nation by some
.L.
. the country , bu I
I
are considered by many observers to scouts.
Levenis
ux; No. I team m
· 2! 5
· Robinson also carbe the best team in not only the neds
· pomts per game average
nobody said the No.I team couldn' t
· ·L· nal U'tle . It JUSt
·
state, but the country. Nelison An- an
wm
u"' nauo
usually
H · averages
ed 14 rebounds a game.
does0 •1
k
tha1
derson averages 20 points per game . e ts rat
one of the nation' s top
•
wor out
way.
Seniors David Wingate and Mi- and is rated among the top 10 50 players.
In this case it could happen. chael Jackson and j unior Reggie players in the nation.
Rich Cent ral: On offense and
Johnny Dawkins and Tommy Am- Williams were keys to the Hoyas •
Ervin Small is a strong rebounder defense Kendall Gill leads the
maker comprise one of the best success the last two seasons. John inside who despite being only 6'-6" Olympian attack. He holds the
backcoun tandems in the country .
Thompson has proven himself as is labeled a major college prospect. school record for steals and averages
Forward Mark Alarie is a cenain one of the best coaches iq the Deon Butler is an All-Conference 22 points per game.
pro prospect who is joined on the country and always seems to have selection capable of taking the scorSince suffering a 73-68 loss to
front line by versatile David Hen- the Hoyas playing at their peak ing pressure off Anderson.
Rich East in December the Olymderson. It is imPortant to have come tournament time.
King: Landon Cox's team has one pians have steamrolled most · oppomomentum entering the tournament
M ichigan State: As Scott Skiles major obstacle standing in its way nents and beaten SICA East champand the Blue Devils have been on a goes so go the Spartans. Despite Simeon. Chances are these two ion Homewood-Flossmoor twice.
roll, winning the ACC's regular legal· problems off the coun Skiles teams will . meet in the Public Few teams have figured out how to
season championship.
has been remarkably consistent, av- League Championship.
break their stifling half-coun trap.

Otber than that it could be almost
any of the teams in the field .

Simeon Top AA contender
M ar
d

rate

Hoyas always
ready to go
at to u rn ey t me

·-------------'!"-4

CORNER OF MICHIGAN & BALBO
THE BLACKSTONE HOTEL 939-0096

L1'berty

.

.

top JUniOr
n nat n

St. Joseph: Coach Gene Pingatore has his best team since lsiah
Thomas played in Westchester.
Tony Freeman averages 19.6 po1'nts
and five assists. Sterling Mahan averages 11 points and is the team' s
leading rebounder.
Leo: Randy Doss and Chris
Henderson are the leaders of the
Catholic League C hampions. Doss
averages 18 points and eight rebounds. Henderson averages 17.8
points and 11.6 rebounds . If the
Lions survive the difficult Thornridge Sectional where Argo (24-3)
and St. Francis de Sales (19-8)
competed they can beat anybody .
Romeoville: The Spanans may be
considered a sleeper· but proved
themselves when they stunned powerful Lockpon on the Poners home
floor. Shaun Vandiver is the number
one player in the SICA West averaging 19 points.
Other possibilities: Argo, Benet
A:cademy ' Bloom Trail • Bradley·
Downers Grove South , Evanston,
Loyola Academy • St. Francis de
Sales, St. Charles and Weber.

"Probably The World's Best Burger"

STUDENTS! 20% OFF THE BEST BURGERS

AND ...

Remember when a burger was a burger, back
when it was still fun to eat - fresh ground, pure
beef hot off the charcoal grill, snuggled-up next to a heap of crisp,
golden fries . And how 'bout a double-rich malt to top it off. (always
made with Haagen-Dazs creamy ice cream)
Well, that's just the beginning at CHEQUERS in the BLACKSTONE HOTEL where quality, fun food mixes with a great new
atmosphere for a great meal, breakfast lunch or dinner. Start-off
the day with fresh-squeezed 0 .J ., pure, rich Kona bean coffee and

great pancakes or fluffy omelettes. And for lunch,
watch out for ..." probably the worlds best burger"
(6 oz. or 9 oz.) with over a dozen fresh toppings, homemade
soups, heaping fresh salads and killer foun tain creations. And after
the day is done settle down to some of the special specials (like
grilled swordfish, or N.Y. Steak) that round-out our menu for
dinner. All this at 20% off for students with a current J.D. So
check-out CHEQUERS at the BLACKSTONE HOTEL, corner of
Michigan and Balbo.
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Healthy Cubs have winning recipe
By Craig J . Dowden
Now that the once tattered and
often injured Cubs of 1985 have
supposedly recovered through a va·
riety of rehabilitations. it"s time to
go ahout rebuilding confidence . ..and
a team.
The recipe for success in 1986
seems like a fairly easy one to put
together. Put five cups of healthy
staning pitchers into a mixing bowl.
blend in an apparently solid infield
and an outfield with more depth than
usual. Allow this to gel in Mesa.
Arizona for five weeks, and then
serve with a savvy manager on the
side. With any luck, the Cubs 1986
souffle' will not fall.
The Cubs' head chef, Jim Frey, is
in charge of putting these in·
gredients together and coming out
with a winner. He has a lot of
question marks to work with, but
with patience, he could tum them

into exclamations.
Heading Frey's list of questions is
the pitching staff. In 1985 the Cubs
lost their entire staning rotation to
injuries. But under the helpful eyes
of trainer Tony Garofalo and team
physicians Drs . Jacob Suker and
Michael Schafer, it seems that Rick
Sutcliffe. Steve Trout . Dennis Eckersley. Scott Sanderson and Dick
Ruthven will be returning at full
strength.
Frey may be happy with his staning pitchers but when he looks down
to the bullpen he may feel like
throwing a few innings just for
kicks.
Aside from Lee Smith, the Cubs

bullpen in 1986 will be a rag-tag
squadron of unproven talent and
rusting bodies.
Middle relief has always been a
nightmare for the Cubs, and the
memories of such pitching hacks as
Turk !..own, Oscar Zamora, Ken
Frailing and Dick Tidrow can still
cause Cub fans an occasional sleepless night.

Cubs management seems content
to stay 'with the arms they have on
hand, however, and once agaio Cub
fans will be asked to hold their
collective breath as they watch
Warren Brusstar, Lary Sorenson and
George Frazier float pitches into
grinning batters.
If there are any bright spots, they
may come from youngsters Jay

Baller, Reggie Patterson and Ron
Merideth.
An injury riddled outfield wiU
rerum at full strength to protect the
vines for the Cubs in 1986 with
Gary "Sarge" Matthews in left
field Bobby Demier patrollin2 cen·
ter, ~ rn.; most imP.,nant Cub jll
recent years, Keith Moreland' in
right.

Cub skipper likes what he sees
By Jim Frey
When I look forward to the 1986
season, I feel the same way I did a
year ago when I looked forward to
the 1985 season. I still believe we
have a very good staning rotation , a
solid offensive and defensive club
and probably a better bench than we
did a year ago after winning the
National League Eastern Division
title.
·
In terms of our pitching staff, I
felt going into last season that we
had an outstanding rotation, and we
did, through April and May while
everyone was healthy. Rick Sutcliffe, Dennis Eckersley, Steve
Trout and Scott Sanderson g ive us
four very good staning pitchers.
I understand after talking with the
club physicians that all the pitchers
are healthy. I can' t remember another team ever losing all five of its
staning pitchers. Our bullpen should
also be strong.
I was encouraged at the progress
which some of our younger pitchers
made afler they were recalled in
A!JJ?.Ust and September. I think they

can nelp us on tne bullpen. ·1 here
aren't many relievers in baseball
who can do the job Lee Smith does.
Last spring our big question in the
infield was whether or not Shawon
Dunston would be ready to play
shonstop. We've pretty much solved
that problem at this point. When
Shawon came back to the big club
during the last six weeks of the
season he played very well offensively and defensively. I expect him
to continue to improve.
In Chris Speier and Manny Trillo
we' ve also improved our bench.
Ryne Sandberg also continued to
improve last season. He is becoming
one of baseball's premier players. In
addition, we look for Leon Durham
and Ron Cey to give us productive
seasons at first and third base.
The addition of Jerry Mumphrey
to the outfield will also help out
club. He's a proven player with a
.285 lifetime batting average who
can run and play all three outfield
positions. He gives us something we
didn't have a year ago: more outfield protection at all three outfield

In addition to switch hi1liD& Jerry
Mumphrey plus lioldoven 1W
Bosley, Dave Lopes and . o.y
Woods could make the Cubl' Dillfield one of the stronaest iD the
Na~

League.

Aging Ron Cey appears to be

secure at third base for yet aJIOiber
Yell!' as the Cubs are UDable to pull
off a wioter deal to obtaiD a qulity
player. The rest of the Cubl' infield,
the only area relatively iojury free
last year, looks ready to take oa
another pennant race.

C...

Shawon Dunston is the
positions.
shortstop. He wiU be free to play up
He adds to an already solid group
to his capabilities this year withoat
of Gary Matthews, Bobby Demier
constantly haviog to loolc over Ilia
and Keith Moreland. Moreland con- shoulder at Larry Bowa. This lhoaJd
tinued to bt one of the league's
help Dunston immeasurably. Ryae
better clutch hitters.
Sandberg and Leon Durham 1n
I still believe Jody Davis can be both in fme worldng order and
one of the best catchers in baseball. should have banner years7""
In 1984 he had a big year both
offensively and defensively. Last
Jody Davis should be content with
year I felt he was on his way to a
his $2.6 million, three-year COOU8Ct
good year before he got sick (midand will smile out at the pitcher as
June). That may have affCC!ed him he calls signals behind the plate.
all season. His back-up, Steve Lake,
Davis, yet another of last yean
is gaining respect around the league
wobbling wounded, is back io sblpe
for his defensive abilities.
and is looking forward to offensive
Whenever a team goes through a numbers that will make everycxie
tough three-month stretch like we forget last season ever happened.
did at the end of last season, it is
import;mt to stan off winning and
So the stage is set for Chef Frey
re-istablish the team concept.
to cook up a tasty masterpiece like
A year ago at this time the Mets, he did in 1984. The iogredicllla and
Expos and Cardinals had made ma- spices are there for him to wort
jor trades involving top-flight with, and the insuuctions are easy to
players. This year there hasn't been follow. It's time for anothe_r bluethe 'same volume of movement. I ribbon pie, Jim. But don't make it
feel we have strengthened our club apple, especially with big applea.
and can compete with
team.
Chicago hates the Big Apples.

J"Y

Sox have winning (and· losing) potential
By Craig J . Dowden
If one wo rd could describe the
upcomiog 1986 White Sox season,
that word would be potential.

This is a teain sitting on a
threshold. The success or failure of
a few key players could make the
difference between a oossible
subway series or the third in a series
of upsetting seasons.
Competition is the name of the
game in Sarasota, Florida, and there
will be numerous White Sox panicipants.
The most interesting competitions
figure to be at second base, third
base and center field . Julio Cruz , a
disappointment the last two years at
second, has been told he will have
to banle for a staning job.

Ken " Jet me put another chew in
my mouth first" Harrelson, the
White Sox new vice president of
operations, likes the idea of exRanger Wayne Tolleson (.313 last
year) playing there with the potential
to bat leadoff. This would make Tim
Hulett the starter at third and would
leave Cruz to watch from afar.
Daryl Boston and Rudy Law will
go head-to-head in center. Boston
flopped 'last year but has supposedly
made great advances in the off.
season unde r the guidance of exTiger WiUie Honon. He will most
likely get the nod from manager
Tony LaRussa on opening day , but
Law will get his chance.
The White Sax catching depanment will wear a new mask this
year, and it will probably cover the

face of Joel Sldni.er. Slrinner, who
has spent the last three seasons in
Triple-A, will finally get his chance
at the bigs as he takes over Carlton
Fisk who has. moved to left field .,
-------------

Fisk to get
more rest
playing ·left

The word potential is not needed
in this paragraph. That word is no
longer used to describe the next
three payers. Why? Because they
are Greg Walker, Ozzie Guillen and
Harold Baines, that's why. lbese
are proven superstars. Even if bad
seasons out of every odler pair of
Sox, Wallcer, Guillen and Baines
have the-it applies here-potegtial
to carry the entire club. All of tbesc
men are guaranteed ·J986 All-Stars.
Back to potential agaio. Why?
The White Sox pitching staff, that's
why.
The White Sox staff could be a
good one. Tom Seaver, Floyd Bannister, Joe Cowley and Neil Allen
all can put the zeros on the board
for the opposition. And Richard
Dotson's rehabilitation seems to
have gone along ·just fine, _thank

_______

_...;..

Fisk will be left for the first time
on a regular basis. Sox management
feels that the move is safe defen·
sively and that Fisk will again
prosper while not having to play
behind the plate. If he can match his
numbers of 1985 (37 homers, 107
runs batted in) everyone will be
pleased.

men

you. If tbesc
pitch up to their
capabilities, the comer of 35th and
Shields could see a lot of traffic ' ill
1986.
Bob James will anChor an improving bullpen that some COIIIider
to be one of the best in the busu-.
Potential is the opentive word.
The White Sox have more of it
many people believe. If the blab
go their way and the odler team1 ia
the American League West play •
expected, the Sox could make IJo.
lieven out of themselves and tbe
fans of Chica&o.
With the Bean winning the Super
Bowl this year, and with the optimism that has taken over cliicago, Is it safe to say Sub-y Seriea?,
Say it, S-u-b-w-a-y S+r-i-e-s. I
knew yi>u could. Sounds Dice
doesn't it?

...a.

Ueberroth decision strikes out
By Greg Canfield
In a matter of seconds, I 0 days
ago, tough·talking ba.<eball commissioner Peter Ueberroth went soft.
Alway• with a Oair for the dra·
matic Ueberroth told a room full of
reporten he wa~ gowg to suspend
<even pl~ycr• fur one year becau.e
of their involvement with drugs.
p.
Ueberroth then •aid, however, he
wc>tJid hold the •u•pen•ion• in abeyance 1f the player• agrc:cd lo donate
J() percent of their •alarie• w drugprevention <..enter,:, tuke part in
drug-testing prugram• fo r the rei! or
the ir t•recr and dcmate J(~) hou,. of

o....

C(Jfflrnunity .'.Crvice during the next
two yeort,
In other wurd• gentlemen, you
have ileen warned Don' t let 11 har1

pen again, or else. Haven' t we
heard this song before?
These men admitted in coun to
using drugs, but were granted im·
munity fo r agreeing to testify against
drug dealer Cun is Strung, who is
scrving time in pri,on wh ile his

Locker Room
Unes
t uMomers luke butting pructice in
Florida and Ariwnu.
They should reel very fonunale
nnl 1<1 have joined Strong hchind
""'"· And nnw the connnlssloner
IIJVCH ihem another breuk. Whut
have ihcy done lu receive such
•ympuihy'/

Never mind that they are being
penalized for an act they committed
without knowing the consequences.
They cenainly had to know if they
got caught the consequences would
he severe.
To the average person having to
pay I0 percent of Ius o r her salary
would he a heavy penalty. To a ball
player who makes a six or seven·
digit salary, not including en·
dorsementa, it's not much of a price
to pay.

quin Andujar, Dave Parker, Lonnie
Smith, Dale Berra, Enos Cabell and
Jeff Leonard would have been
spending this season in front of their
television sets.
Instead you can sit in front of
your television set and watch them-as usual. Baseball will continue to
see records broken , players injured,
teams that win championships and
teams that choke.

Nobody knows for sure who will
finish first, but everybody knows
Cleveland will flnish last. And off
Nevenhcless, the Mets' Keith
the neJd odds are another player or
Hernandez is Jl!>inJt to take his ease
several players will admit to drug
to un a rbitrator. Only lust yeur did abuse.
Hernandez suy he was willing to
The commissioner will respond by
accept the consequences oncr he
testined In Pittsburgh.
asking them for a check and tcllina
Hud Ueberroth not decided to them to play bull. Remember, this
pluy Sunlu Cluus: Hcrnundez, Joa- man Is touah.

Ke.lth Henaandn Is takJaa edkt

to arbltntor
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